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Project Summary 

Feature Analyst was used to perform unsupervised and 
supervised classification of riparian features in the 
McClellan West Nature Area, McClellan, CA.  Both true color 
(3-band; 0.5-foot resolution) and near infrared (NIR) (4-
band; 1-meter resolution) images were classified to 
determine if one type of imagery was better at classifying 
features of interest than the other.  

The Feature Analyst software was useful for classifying 
riparian features in the McClellan West Nature Area – 
though far from definitive.   Unsupervised and supervised 
classification on the NIR image produced results closer to 
real world features than results from the true color image 
suggesting that the NIR image was better at accurately 
defining riparian features.   

More accurate classification of riparian features in the McClellan West Nature Area could be completed 
given higher resolution NIR images, adequate classification processing time, and additional training on 
use of advanced features of Feature Analyst.  

Purpose   

Purpose of project was to use Feature Analyst software to 
classify riparian features in the McClellan West Nature Area.  
Unsupervised and Supervised Classification was used on 
True Color and Near Infrared imagery of the same area to 
determine which imagery is best at identifying riparian 
features.  

A secondary goal was to determine if Feature Analyst could 
identify tailings piles (stream sediments dredged from creek) 
that were placed along portions of the stream banks in 1997.  
I was interested to see if Feature Analyst could discern 
different types of vegetation present on the tailings piles as 
compared to the “natural” stream banks. 

Methods 

Sources:  

• 2011 City of Sacramento imagery (SAC_12) from N drive, true color, 3-band, 8 bit pixel depth, 
0.5-foot resolution. 

• 2009 (8/21/2009) 4-band NAIP images (1-meter resolution) (multispectral plus near infrared) 
downloaded from CalAtlas website. 

• McClellan West Nature Area 2007 Wetlands Delineation 

A discussion of the specific methods used is embedded within the Output Interpretation sections below. 

2007 Wetlands Delineation 
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Output Interpretation 

C.1 Unsupervised Learning – 2011 Imagery (True Color, 3-band, 0.5-foot resolution) 

Used small subset of area where tailings piles were delineated in 2007.  Used Feature Analyst to run 
unsupervised learning, accepted all defaults (Bulls Eye 1), selected 8 classes, and ran visible extent since 
tailing piles are located predominantly in this section of the creek.  Unsupervised learning took 45 
minutes to calculate the 2011 0.5-foot True Color image. 

 

To remove clutter from the classified image, I first split the multiclass layer into 8 single-classes (Vector 
Tools, Split Out Classes).  Next, I used Hierarchical Learning to remove clutter from the unsupervised 
classification (Begin Removing Clutter). 

Figure below shows Class 4 after clutter removal (using the swipe tool to see both classified and original 
images). Class 4 should be the creek water; however, even after clutter removal, unsupervised 
classification assigned grasslands and other features to this class.  I decided the results I was hoping for 
would not be achievable using unsupervised learning on a true color image.  
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C.2 Unsupervised Learning – 2009 Imagery (Near Infrared, 4-band, 1 meter resolution)  

Used same methods and default values as Section C.1.  Using the same input values, unsupervised 
learning took <1 minute to calculate the 2009 1-meter NAIP images.  

 
 

 
Figure below shows Class 1 (creek water) after clutter removal. While it needs fine-tuning, the 
classification of the NIR image is far more accurate than the true color image.  
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Figure below shows the non-riparian grasslands were assigned a separate class from the riparian 
vegetation.    

 

Comparison of Unsupervised Classification Using True Color vs. NIR Images 

Unsupervised classification of the same geographic area on a true color vs. NIR image suggests that the 
NIR image classification is much nearer to real world conditions than classification of the true color 
image provided.   

Difference could be attributable to use of the NIR band which produced much more accurate results.  
Also a factor could be the resolution (1 meter versus ½ foot). Since the resolution of the true color image 
was far greater, the classifier could pick out more spectral differences, resulting in many more sub-
classifications of the grasslands.  

C.3 Supervised Learning – 2011 Imagery (True Color, 3-band, 0.5-foot resolution) 

I began with the true color image and created new shape files for each of the 6 classifications (creeks, 
vernal pool, seasonal wetland, creek tailings, riparian vegetation, and grasslands) that I wanted Feature 
Analyst to learn.  For each of the 6 classifications, I digitized representative features taking care to 
digitize areas that showed spectral differences, including creek bends and straight-aways.   
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Figure below shows the 6 digitized features. 

 
Once that was completed, I combined multiple input layers into a single multi-class input layer and then 
used that layer to train the program to extract all classes (Vector Tools, Prepare Multi-Class Input Layer, 
added all layers to Selected Feature Themes list).  Once the new multi-class shape file was created, I 
selected it and ran Supervised Learning.  Under Feature Selector, I chose “Land Cover Feature”, changed 
the image resolution to 0.15 meters, selected “Manhattan” for the pattern, and kept the default for post 
processing “Aggregate Small Regions” min area = 100 m2.  

Interpretation of the results figure below indicates that in general, part of the creek is correctly classified 
(roughly western half of image), but most other features are not well represented in the first supervised 
classification run.  

 

At this point, I split out the classes so I could run training on each one individually (Vector, Split Out 
Classes).  I performed clutter removal so that I could train incorrect features selected (Hierarchical 
Learning, Begin Removing Clutter).  I used 75% transparency so that I could see the creek outline 
through the creek feature and began digitizing features that were correctly and incorrectly classified 
using the swipe tool to view both layers.   

Figure below shows creek features digitized as correct and incorrect.  
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Creek feature was not significantly altered after running another supervised learning pass, so I added 
missing features (Hierarchical Learning, Begin Adding Missed Features). 

Figure below shows result after missing features were added. Note supervised learning assigned the 
lower eastern portion of the creek to the feature, but missed many areas in between.  

 
 

I followed the same steps to remove clutter from, and add features to, the other 4 classes (decided to 
eliminate grasslands from classification since it wasn’t an item of interest). 

Figure below shows clutter removal specifications. 
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Figure below shows results after running supervised learning on the removed clutter features. 

 
 

Figure below shows final results for 2011 True Color Supervised Classification. Classification of part of 
the creek was successful, but eastern portion is still classified as vernal pools although this stretch of 
creek was trained as a creek feature. Other features were classified fairly accurately. Much more 
refinement would be required to complete this supervised classification.  One deterrent to using this 
true color image with 0.5-foot resolution is the long processing time for each learning pass. 
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C.4 Supervised Learning – 2009 Imagery (Near Infrared, 4-band, 1 meter resolution)  

Began with the NIR image and created new shape files for each of the 5 classifications (creeks, vernal 
pool, seasonal wetland, creek tailings, riparian vegetation) that I wanted Feature Analyst to learn.  For 
each of the 5 classifications, I digitized representative features.   

Figure below shows digitized features.  The resolution on this image (1 meter) is far less than the true 
color image (0.5 feet) resulting in much more difficulty identifying/digitizing features accurately.  

 
 

Supervised Learning was run for each individual layer (vs. combining the layers as was done with the 
2011 image).  Under Feature Selector, “Land Cover Feature” was chosen, the image resolution was 
changed to 1 meter, “Manhattan” was selected for the pattern, and the “Aggregate Small Regions” 
checkbox was unchecked.   

Figure below shows the supervised results for the creek are closer to the actual creek than the initial 
true color image classification. 
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The results were refined further by aggregating the creek feature to remove all polygons smaller than 
the minimum size of 6 pixels (Vector Tools, Aggregate).  Next a smoothing pass using the Bezier 
algorithm was run to clean up the edges of the creek to more closely resemble the actual waterline 
(Vector Tools, Smooth Feature).  One was input as the number of vertices to compute the middle 
location for the vertex and one meter was input for the maximum distance the vertices could move.  The 
results were still choppy so the input was changed to 3 for the number of vertices and 2 meters for the 
maximum distance.  Figures below show close-up of the river bend before and after aggregation/ 
smoothing. 
 

 
 
Figure below shows the initial output results for the creeks tailings. As compared to the non-refined, 
fairly close classification of the creek, the creek tailings are much further from the actual features.  The 
NIR image classification has assigned the entire creek and most of its vegetation to this category. This 
may be due to incorrect classification during digitizing due to the poor resolution of the image.  
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I used the remove clutter tool to identify incorrect and correct features as shown in the following figure 
resulting in a more refined classification, but one that required still more fine-tuning. 

 
After numerous classifications using clutter removal, I added a mask to remove the creek from the 
classification process. Unfortunately, the classification was not adequate for defining the creek tailings 
as it repeatedly re-placed the feature where I had already indicated there were no tailings (north side of 
creek).  This may be due to the low resolution of the NIR image and the possibility that the vegetation 
on the tailings piles is not different enough from the natural creek banks to register a spectral 
difference. 
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Comparison of Supervised Classification Using True Color vs. NIR Images 

As with the unsupervised classification, the supervised classification of the same geographic area on a 
true color vs. NIR image suggests that the NIR image classification is much nearer to real world 
conditions than classification of the true color image provided.  Likely, this is due in part to the 
differences in the seasonal time periods during which the images were collected – summer versus 
winter/spring. 

Difficulties/Issues   

• Unsupervised and supervised classification on true color 0.5-foot resolution image was very time 
consuming with long processing times for each training pass.  

• Feature Analyst did not always train as instructed – multiple features were trained, yet the 
program sporadically “listened” to some training instructions and not others. NIR imagery 
available was only 1-meter resolution – land cover feature classification would be more accurate 
at a higher resolution, although this would increase the training processing time.  

• Feature analyst was not able to differentiate creek tailings from other riparian vegetation; 
however, this could be possible if higher resolution NIR imagery was available. 

• NIR and true color images for the same seasonal time period were not available resulting in one 
image clearly showing green, wet vegetation and the other dry, brown vegetation making direct 
comparisons of each imprecise.  

Conclusions 

The Feature Analyst software performed fairly well throughout the classification process and 
surprisingly never froze Arc Map or the computer system.  The software was useful for classifying 
riparian features in the McClellan West Nature Area – though far from definitive.   Unsupervised and 
supervised classification on the NIR image produced results closer to real world features than results 
from the true color image suggesting that the NIR image was better at accurately defining riparian 
features.  Feature analyst was not able to differentiate creek tailings from other riparian vegetation; 
however, this could be possible if higher resolution NIR imagery was available. 

More accurate classification of most riparian features in the McClellan West Nature Area could be 
completed given higher resolution NIR images, adequate classification processing time, and additional 
training on use of advanced features of Feature Analyst.  


